The Adventure of Page 279 of Strand Magazine
Please help Watson. There are 8 points in it for you.
Good excuses may be accepted in lieu of answers.
“Tell them about that time in March 1892 when that odious page of the Strand
Magazine saw print, why don’t you?” Sherlock Holmes had written me from Sussex, as I
began to gather material for yet another collection of my work. The reading public might find
it surprising that I had a tale to tell from that period when Holmes was supposedly gone from
London, evading the air-gun of Colonel Sebastian Moran. Yet after we have now both
survived the Great War, and contributed more than a little to our country’s final victory, I
could understand Holmes’s feeling that the time had arrived.
It was in the spring of 1892 that Sherlock Holmes was spending his days at my address,
pretending to be the woman I married. Unable to puzzle out his little mysteries, she often
took to playing devilish little tricks upon our poor cook and pretending to have psychic
visions for the other ladies of the neighborhood. Her favorite entertainment, however, was
when the latest issue of Strand Magazine would get delivered by my literary agent, whom she
would flirt with mercilessly. Once she had chased Doyle from the premises with her
adulterous advances, she would open up that latest issue and turn her attentions to me.
“What were you thinking with this business on page 279?” she asked shortly after
opening the issue featuring the account of Victor Hatherly’s lost thumb.
“I was plainly thinking ‘if I spend enough time writing about Hatherly, perhaps I won’t
have to spend as much time on the insufferable Sherlock Holmes,’” I replied. “I’m rather glad
Moriarty killed him, you know. I’m sure those rocks hurt when straddling legs collided
painfully with a perfectly placed stone outcropping.”
My wife flashed a wicked grin and returned to her reading, one thin finger poking at the
text, as if to skewer the words and pull them off the page.
“Why, vampires should fill up the very Earth, they’re so prolific!” she exclaimed. “Tell
me his name, won’t you?”
“Stoker,” I replied.
“WRONG! Hmmm, this fellow has the makings of a proper pirate! Tell me why!”
“Because he eventually got fitted with a wooden peg-thumb?”
“WRONG! But speaking of ships, this one plainly had a fleet. Name please!”
“Fleet Street Jimmy. Whatever are you going on about, dearest spouse?”
“WRONG! If the man with the fleet lived up to his name, which marvelous sequel
would his fleet appear in?”
“You are quite ridiculous now. Or are you playing the medium again?”
“Merely pointing our, dear doctor, strange though your may be, you’re WRONG! But
simply dropping the ‘R’ gets you no points. Red herring, that. How many times do I spread
Napoleon III’s cheap alternative to butter?”
“You’re impossible!”
“WRONG! The answers are right there on the page, John! Future visions I may have,
but the words are right here, right now. Tell me about the seven hour bear, at the very least!”
“Are you speaking of some sort of were-creature?”
“WRONG! Highest paid strumpet in England! Tell me!”
“HOL . . . ahem. Mary, you’re being a madwoman.”

“WRONG! Who gave you sixpence and who gave you a farthing? The opium addict on
his off day or the drunkard between nips?”
Unable to stand it any more, I snatched the periodical from her hands. “We shall speak
no more of this. Go back to your needlework until Kate Whitney shows up, as she always
does.”
Some months later, we received word that a trio of burglars who escaped Sherlock
Holmes in 1890 were found shot to death in an abandoned whaling vessel.

The Adventure Of The Tile Man
Hidden in this story are ten locations which feature in the Canon, ten items which are found
in 221b in the Canon and 10 law enforcement agents found in the Canon. For example,
Holmes is hidden in the following:
The note ran: “I love alcohol.” Messages like this make me sick.
All the words are hidden. For example: this “Holmes” would not count:
“I’ve lost my arms again!” ejaculated Holmes.
There is a point for every one you find. If you find ones we didn’t mean to include, you will
be awarded a point for these too. (30 Points?)
Holmes and I were stretched out in our seats by the fire one frosty January morning. It
was just after Christmas and our rooms felt more spacious with the decorations and Mrs.
Hudson’s tree taken down. Holmes had just finished regaling me with a tale of a past case
involving a mysterious musician, a dancing duck and a smoking spy. Landed gentry had
employed him upon the case and for their sakes I can say no more. Suffice it to say, Holmes
identified the villain, alerted the Russian authorities and the police in Stavropol locked him
up with little difficulty.
Our languid reverie did not last long, however. We were interrupted by a heavy knock
on the front door. A few moments later a neatly but informally dressed man was shown into
our sitting room by Mrs. Hudson. He looked nervously between us, wringing his cloth cap in
his hands as he did so. Holmes spoke first.
“If you would care to smoke, feel free, Mr. Alenthorpe. I’m afraid we have no Charatan
to offer you, but you are welcome to fill your pipe with my shag.”
“I confess, I am taken aback, Mr. Holmes,” our visitor replied. “I would swear we have
not met before, but you seem to know me and my smoking habits well enough already. Is this
some form of witchcraft?”
“I assure you my deductions are quite scientific. I garner my evidence, weigh it and
draw my conclusions. You have a light dusting of ash on your fore-sleeve. I have made a
particular study of tobacco ash and from it I could tell you are a pipe smoker and even
identify which brand you prefer. As for knowing you, your cap let on your name. You have
written “Alenthorpe” upon the label which I was able to observe as you toyed with it.”
“I see I have come to the right man, at last.”
“You have been to another before me”
“I was referred to you by the official force, Mr. Holmes. Inspector Swinburne could
make nothing of it and suggested you may be able to do better.”
“You’d have done better to come to Holmes in the first instance,” I interjected “the
police are frightful bunglers.”
“Not at all, Watson” Holmes laughingly rebuked me, “even those Scotland Yard fools
capture the right man occasionally. Indeed, Inspector Swinburne may be the pick of a bad lot.
That he referred the case to me is proof of that. A primal man acknowledges nothing higher
than himself. It takes a type of genius to recognise talent.” Holmes turned to our neglected
guest. “Prey, take a seat, and tell us all, Mr. Alenthorpe.”
Our visitor sat, lit his pipe, and began his story.

“My name is Anthony Alenthorpe, though I am not a formal man and all who know me
call me Tony. I am an art merchant and specialize in the ornamental tiles trade. I work out of
a private show-room down in Golders Green. I live above the rooms with my step-daughter,
Annabelle. She is twenty now. My wife died years ago and though she was fourteen when I
married her mother, I have raised her as my own. She is engaged to Eric Sanders and they are
saving to start their own home and be wed soon. I have always thought us quiet, friendly
people, but someone has taken against us. We have been victims of a series of vandalisms.”
“How long has this been going on?”
“A few weeks. It started with a smashed window. A rock was thrown through it,
damaging a few stacks of our cheaper tiles. I didn’t pay it much mind at the time. We all
know children hurl stone’s through windows for sport and I wasn’t expecting a repeat
performance.”
“Did you keep the stone?”
“I’m afraid not, Mr. Holmes. It seemed needless at the time. It was just a stone.”
“It’s a shame. If I had the specific rock for detailed analysis it provide and manner of
clues. Alas, if it is gone, it is gone. Do continue, Mr. Alenthorpe.”
“‘Tony’, please.”
“I prefer To keep things formal, Mr Alenthorpe.”
“A few days later another stack of tiles was knocked over. These were slightly more
expensive. But still run of the mill, pieces. The entire pile was reduced to shards. No window
was smashed this time which puzzled me. But my Annabelle pointed out that there had been
storms the night before and suggested that they had been toppled by a draft in the show
rooms.”
“Do you think this is likely, Mr. Alenthorpe?”
“The show rooms are getting on. They are made up of five separate rooms which join
by several doorways, the doors of which we have had removed and the spaces widened. It is
feasible that there was a draft, but I had my doubts. Nevertheless, I did my best to clear up
and carry on as normal. But the breakages kept being repeated. Twice more piles were
destroyed. Each time the value of the tiles increased. I sought gaps which may be letting in a
breeze with no luck.”
“And today, you come to me convinced that breezes are not to blame. What finally
convinced you?”
“I have several cabinets lining the walls of the show-rooms. They house our more
singular items. A few ornamental ceramics, but principally tiles. Single tiles, rather than
stacks. Some are antiques, some are one off pieces by contemporary artists…”
“There is a trade for such things?” I interrupted, immediately regretting my rudeness.
“Indeed! The painting of ceramics is an age old art and the delicate use of glazes and
enamels can produce wondrous effects. The glazing methods go back to the ancient Chinese.
The Greeks discovered how to use special clays for best quality ceramics. The Romans had
their own ways of firing clay. And all these ancient secrets have been developed by some of
today’s artists so that…”
“Please, Tony, could you return to the matter at hand” said Holmes, flashing me a
disapproving glance.
“Yes, of course… Well, one of these cabinets was the victim of an attack two nights. I
found it yesterday morning. The lock had been picked so poorly even I could see it marked
with scratches and bends. The door was wide open and the entire contents reduced to gravel.
No winds or storms cause that kind of damage. One of the tiles inside was worth at least five
hundred pounds – a considerable sum. A travesty for the art world too. It was decorated with
a Spanish coastal scene believed to have been painted in mediaeval times. I reported it to the
police, but as I say, Inspector Swinburne could find no leads and gave it up, suggesting only

that you, Mr. Holmes… may I call you Sherlock? No? Very well… that you, Mr. Holmes,
may be able to help.”
“It is curious that you never wake during all the smashing below your domicile. How do
you explain this?”
“I am a deep sleeper, Mr. Holmes. I always have been. It takes a good deal to rouse me
before my time.”
“Your step-daughter too?”
“It would seem so.”
“Do you know of anyone who might wish you malice, Mr. Alenthorpe?”
“One person only springs to mind. There is an elderly lady who I sometimes see about
in our street. Whether she has a home, I do not know, she certainly appears to have no
washing facilities. I have learned from neighbours that she is named Agatha Stenson. Several
times, I have found her at night sleeping in my shop’s doorway, reeking of alcohol and other
less savoury substances. I always send her on her way and she always tirades me with abuse
for the trouble. It is possible she has a vendetta against me for rousing her repeatedly.”
Holmes contemplated silently for a moment before barking “I believe we can do
nothing more until we have inspected the rooms.”
And so it was, that we accompanied Mr. Alenthorpe to Golders Green and the
‘Alenthorpe Ceramic Art Emporium’. It was a large building, and while it was old, it was
very well presented. As we approached the front door, Mr. Alenthorpe pointed down the road
at an old lady who was sat on a bench beneath a plane tree.
“There she is! Agatha Stenson! Look at her! Drunk already. All the tribal morals of a
primitive!”
The disgust in Tony Alenthorpe’s face was quite uncharacteristic. He spoke recklessly
and began to go crimson. Holmes sent him on into his shop while we approached the old lady
with a view to interviewing her.
“Excuse me, madam?” Holmes began.
“What do you want?”
“Just a few questions. Do you often sleep in the doorways in this street?”
“Sometimes. What be it to you?”
“We were wondering if you’d seen anything unusual lately.”
“I’ll say, just last night I seen ‘er at the shop up to ‘er tricks. What do they need to be
carryin’ out the back door at that time of night? ‘Er and ‘er son both moving bags in to ‘is
‘ouse as if it were necessary. And when I asks ‘em they turns on me like I was a criminal.
Shoutin’ at me to clear off, like somethin’ from the penny dreadfuls. Terrifying it were…”
the old hag ranted.
“Yes, thank you madam. We’ll leave you to rest some more.”
As we returned to the shop Holmes explained, “She certainly has nothing to do with the
affair. She is too confused to harbour a grudge and with hands as shaky as those, there is no
way she picked a lock – clumsily or otherwise.”
Upon entering the shop we were overwhelmed by the splendors inside. Hall after hall
was filled with the most exquisite ceramic artwork. There were piles of tiles in the center of
each room and around the sides were display cases with all kind of random art inside. My eye
was caught by all manner of scenes painted in all manner of styles on all manner of tiles: one
was painted with a delicate lotus on a blue background, another an abstract geometric pattern,
another showed three octopi peeking out from behind some seaweed… the variations were
endless.

Holmes was not impressed by any of this. He examined the rubble in the bottom of the
case which had been broken into, turned to Alenthorpe and asked to see his step-daughter. He
fetched her from upstairs and Holmes wasted no time in taking her to task.
“It’s over Miss Alenthorpe.” He ejaculated, staring into her doleful brown eyes. “Where
have you hidden the tile?”
Annabelle Alenthorpe stared at Holmes, blinking, as if considering her next action.
Calmly she walked to the corner of the room we were in and pointed to a small lever
concealed behind a podium.
“Nobody bar Tony and I know of this place,” she said, glancing at her step-father and
pulling the lever “Tony uses it occasionally for storing more valuable artifacts.”
A door in the podium opened. There inside was the valuable tile Alenthorpe had feared
destroyed. It was half a foot square and depicted, in wondrous detail a Spanish bay nestled in
sunlit countryside. It was breathtaking. Literally so for Alenthorpe, who promptly fainted. He
would have knocked the tile to the ground on his way had Holmes not slipped his hand in
dexterously to retrieve it.
When Mr. Alenthorpe had recovered, Holmes talked us through what had happened.
“For all her faults, Agatha Stenson provided me with the motive. When she spoke of the
woman from the shop and her son moving things out of your shop, I guessed the son was
actually her suitor Mr. Sanders. They were moving things out of your shop ready to start a
new life together.”
“But they have not the money,” Alenthorpe protested. “We agreed they could not wed
until he had the money for a home.”
“And that is where the vandalisms came in.” Holmes explained. “The first breakages
were all misdirection. They were designed merely to suggest a pattern of mindless destruction.
The final attack was the actual crime. It was a theft, but using the debris from the previous
breakages, it was made to look like another destruction. The broken ceramics in the case were
actually remnants of previous breakages which they had kept. Most of the actual contents of
the case have all been spirited away by Eric Sanders to be fenced. But the main attraction,
this highly valuable medieval tile, was hidden here. No doubt they have a buyer in mind who
can give them the five hundred pounds they need to get married.”
“It is true.” Annabelle confessed. And then the story suddenly ended without any sense
of resolution.

The Adventure of the Two Men
No clues to this mystery, but three points await your answers!
The two men; J. Davenport and A. Slane, both stood in 221b for you know what. When
Mrs. Hudson heard she had a fit.
"What is this on the floor? His dirty shirt sleeve has been where dogs are! Did he...
that's the reason a bark was heard! Go put it down. No dogs!"

The Adventure of the Mystery Missive.
Nine points and answers await, but that final answer might take to the belly of the beast.
It was a foggy or windy or cold or whatever day. Holmes had just finished astounding
me with some sort of deduction during which he was a bit rude to me but I seemed to take it
well. After a bout of the all the usual start of story guff about breakfast or whatever, we
settled to sorting through our mail. Holmes had received a mysterious letter by the morning
post and he asked me what I made of it. It read as follows:
How many can reason synthetically?
°
How many pips were recorded sent in “The Five Orange Pips?”
‘
Cartwright’s age multiplied by how many feet the wicket-gate had.
.
How many million human beings?
“N
How far down were the vibrating yellow tresses?
°
Watson’s old school number plus Lawler’s commissions.
‘
Mr. and Mrs. Douglases age difference.
.
How many million human beings plus how many million people?
“W
I had to confess that I could make nothing of it. I was just about to hand it over to the
reader, as is the norm in this sort of riddle, when Holmes interrupted:
“Where would this take us?”

The Adventure of the Breakfast Interrogation
Thirty-five points and answers will show you what was in Holmes’s mind.
“I have questions,” I asked my friend Sherlock Holmes, one chill November morning as
we sat over the ruin of yet another of Mrs. Hudson’s hearty breakfasts.
“Do I have to answer?” Holmes retorted, arching one eyebrow in an impish fashion.
“Not at all. You have my complete trust. I simple nod of affirmation that you know the
answer will suffice.”
Holmes nodded, with a flourish befitting the stage.
“First question. If we applied the canon process thrice, the result from my notes would
be six. Can you name the six?”
My friend relaxed for a moment, smiled, and gave me a nod.
“Home alone and the two lovers made a trio. Can you name the three?”
Sherlock Holmes gave me a critical look, and nodded.
“These other three weren’t snowmen and one was not a man at all. To whom do I
refer?”
Holmes rolled his eyes and gave me a nod.
“Three who didn’t have to pay a bill?”
Nod.
“Two with the same attorney?”
Nod.
“Holmes, you are positively inhuman. Here’s one I’ve been holding back. Try to nod
this one off!,” I cried. “I’ve got the 3 R’s, 3M, 3G, and Triple H, yet all are the same subject.
Give me the dozen and the subject!”
Sherlock Holmes raised one hand. Slowly, purposefully, he raised one finger and then
the next. After his thumb came up, he raised his other hand. Methodically, those fingers
counted off. He raised one foot in the air, then the other. And then, after letting a wicked grin
spread across his amused face, he gave a nod.
“Pfffft!” I puffed, and shook my head. “A lady with a snake unknown to science!”
Holmes nodded.
“Both women gave off light, yet their sources were entirely different!”
Another nod.
“Women aren’t your area, Holmes, how are you keeping up? Let me strip it down to the
barest of bones. Ready?”
He shrugged.
“Sergius! Gruner! One is an anagram.”
My friend chuckled heartily and gave me a nod.
“Only a superman fears no disease.”
I expected a nod on that one. I got one.

The Adventure of the Poisoned Wine*
As with “The Adventure of the Tile Man,” 10 related canonical words are hidden in this story.
In this instance, you have to figure out the theme of the hidden words for yourself. However,
there is a clue in the story itself which should lead you in the right direction. As before, each
word you find is worth 1 point and if you find ones we didn’t mean to include they will still
earn a point - as long as they are for the correct topic. (10 points in total.)
It was June 10 1890 and Holmes and I were relaxed in our Baker Street rooms when
Mr. Horace Harker came to visit. Holmes bade him to sit Unusually for this very verbose
gentleman, he was somewhat circumspect. A tortured look on his face, showed he struggled
to know whether to speak or not. I set aside the case I was writing up; that of the
Anglo-Beijing Conundrum just as he chose to relate his tale.
“Having found myself mixed up in another mystery, it seemed only right to bring it to
your attention, Mr. Holmes. After all, you did such a grand job on that business with the
Napoleon Busts last week.”
“I’d be happy to help if at all possible. Prey continue.”
“A half dozen or so of my colleagues have formed a sort of club, and every other month
we meet for some activity or other. We take it in turns to organise the evening. Last night was
Mr. Mallacks’s turn. He arranged an evening of wine tasting at a local wine merchants. It was
well known that Mallack knew the wine merchant in question - an awful lot of our evenings
help all Mallack’s associates. A fact that some were coming to resent.”
“You are straying from the point,” Holmes interjected. “What do you want from me?”
“Let me explain… We were shown into a hall which was marked up “Vin: Blanc et
Rouge” where a table and chairs awaited us. Upon the table were lots of glasses and several
bottles of wine. The wine merchant – Mr. Hearst poured us all a glass of white wine while
explaining he had seven different French wines for us to try. I’m no fool, I know that at a
wine tasting the first are usually the best wines. However, after just one sip the entire
clientele graphically described what Hearst could do with the dreadful wine. Nevertheless, we
drank the lot.”
“What does this have to do with me?” Holmes interrupted.
“The following morning – this morning,” Harker persevered, “I woke feeling nauseous.
I was so unable to concentrate I fell over causing my writing desk to tip ink unnecessarily
on the floor. I feel sure Mallack and Hearst are poisoners and I am their victim. Essentially, I
come to you to prove their guilt and save me from their clutches. I stand ardent that they are
evil and you must help me.”
“Go away.” Said Holmes, retreating to his room.
th

The Adventure of the Bunch of Places
That particular morning, the plumbers that Mrs. Hudson had summoned were banging
on the pipes with such a clamor that I could not even think to write, scribbling a list of
thoughts and then going for a walk, based upon those thoughts, as a two part challenge. In
part one, dear reader, you must identify the places in the canon by the clues given. In part two,
you must use those places to find somebody. It is, perhaps, the least literary of my narratives,
but plumbers!
PART ONE
Before any others that occur to you it comes between PM and EN.
Where Holdhurst is in his rooms.
Where the cabman took the count.
Where Mrs. Norton left from.
Where Holmes found Vandeleur was recognized.
Where the Ridling Thorpe vicar stayed.
Where Holmes first saw a University chum after four years.
A place for sauntering slowly.
Where Jones inspected Mary’s empty box.
It’s between Harley Street and Oxford Street.
From here Holmes and Watson set off into a thin alley.
Where the van dashed around.
Where Harry met Johnny.
A crossing where we encounter a pair of nags.
Where Watson lived alone.
The first in the list of the physician’s twenty-five cents.
PART TWO
1
Start where A meets B
Walk along B until you meet C
Walk along C until you meet D
2
Start in the corner of F nearest to E
Run clockwise round F until you meet G
3
Start at the end of I nearest to H
Walk to J
Double back on yourself until you reach K
Follow K along to L
Follow L along until you reach J
4
Start at the junction of M and N
Walk along N until you reach O
Walk along O until you reach P
Walk along P until you reach M

The Adventure of the Missing Count
“You make a number of points in your latest work, Watson,” Holmes told me one
evening as he put down my latest work. “Do you think there are a hundred?”
“I daresay there may be a few more than that,” I replied. “I know that the modern reader
of this sort of thing fairly expects a hundred point count.”
“Extra points give a little room for easy breathing, I think,” my friend mused. “A
hundred should be more than acceptable.”
“I’m sure someone will try to count them. Especially the mathematicians, at least those
you haven’t bounced off a Swiss boulder.”
“Well, good luck to them. And good luck to us all. September cannot come soon
enough.”
And with that rare moment of Sherlock Holmes intent on letting someone else solve a
mystery in his stead, we found our hats and I, my stick, and went out for a walk.

